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About This Content

For decades the Kollossae, a proud people of faith and large stature, have wandered the face of Amalur in pursuit of the destiny
that is due to them, but all does not appear right. Upon your expedition to Teeth of Naros, Secandra and her band of Kollossae

warriors require your help to solve the riddle of the Titans. A mysterious force beckons the Kollossae toward a destiny they may
not entirely want nor are ready to embrace.

Take on a crucible of faith filled with fantastic new enemies and determine if you are fated to be favored by the gods or
forsaken by them. In an epic new journey filled with tons of side quests, adventure through a paradise seen by few, and for good

reason. Ascend to the floating city above Teeth of Naros and get a glimpse into the future of Amalur.
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Title: Kingdoms of Amalur: Reckoning - Teeth of Naros
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
Big Huge Games, 38 Studios
Publisher:
38 Studios, Electronic Arts
Release Date: 17 Apr, 2012

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP SP3 / Windows Vista SP2 / Windows 7 SP1

Processor: 2.2GHz Intel Core 2 Duo or 2.6GHz AMD Athlon 64 X2 5000+

Memory: 1 GB RAM for Windows XP / 2 GB Windows Vista and Windows 7

Hard Disk Space: 10.5 GB

Video: NVIDIA GeForce 8800 / 512MB RAM or better, ATI Radeon HD3850 / 512MB RAM (with Pixel Shader 3.0 support),
1280x720 minimum supported resolution

Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible

DirectX®: DirectX 9.0c

English,French,German,Italian
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This game is fun af. It's the perfect time waster and I highly recommend. The best run and gun game there is. Yes it might be a
little out dated but it's still a great game to play!. Half an hour in and I can already tell this is quality. The developer has put in an
obscene amount of effort (particularly with smaller details), putting it well above CH on that merit alone. Really, just sit down
and study CH in detail for a little while; it's got tons of problems in every area, and all the developers can hope for is to just put
out a good sequel that wipes the previous slate clean.

So what does a great game like TTI here get? Multiple clowns in the reviews bashing it for insane reasons. I felt it deserved an
upvote, so here it is.. I just played this for a few hours. The manner of flight in combination with combat and graphics is just
what I was looking for. I look forward to more content in single player and a broader community in multi player. This has
enough positive reviews to be "Very Positive" at this point, which would be well deserved.

Dev,

- I would like access to beta.

- Add some fall damage for even more challenge.

- Add an option so that one does not need to push down on touch pad to thrust; less wear & tear.

- When using touch navigation to run around on the ground, allow for sprint or faster movement.

- Add bots for filler coop players so that matches can start immediately and new players can replace bots as they join.

Great game! Loving it!. great movement
- sound always works
- totally not buggy
- you can quit the game from the main menu
- many people play this game
- i like it
- not. Pros:
- Fun little game
- Graphics are nice

Cons:
- Nothing really. One of the best games that i played!
. nah the game is just ok
i have barely 1000 hours + before the dlc
so nah its not big deal :). I just love this game, I just love it, the system is by far better than Civilizations V or VI, better
multiplayer, better balance system, better combat... I will always recommend this game but I do hope they fix the AI, it's just
annoying every time.
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Well done graphics. Lack of strategy, lack of weapon development, lack of gameplay feedback, glitchy sound, one strategy
beats the game, etc. And It is very short. Good to spend an hour if you bought it on sale. With good discount. I had 60% off, but
wish it was 80%.. decent fun, a lot like Mass Effect, and Warframe. I have no idea where it is. I can see the files on my hard
drive but FSX-SE just cannot "see"
those files. I paid the money but .....
I had to say something in the either...or recommendation. I have no idea if it's a good game
or not. My paid-for FSX-SE just cannot find it.. Lamplight City is just about everything I could want in an adventure game.
Mysteries to solve, choices to make, pitfalls to avoid, and characters written well enough to care about.

Setting wise, it's also a love letter to everything steampunk. If you're a fan of sherlock holmes or thomas edison alike, you'll
probably get well invested into the world the game takes place in.

Being an adventure game, you'd want the story to shine front and center, and it for sure does. 5 unique cases, 4 individuals, and
the 5th which acts as a tie in of little threads from the previous cases, but primarily is a closer to the question from the prologue
the game has been teasing the whole way through. Each case is well thought out, with multiple conclusions you're allowed to
draw (both right and wrong) and is rife with puzzles of varying difficulty. This in my opinion is one of the few flaws the game
has. While the puzzles are smart, finding the clues you need can sometimes be a bit of a pixel hunt. Usually this comes in the
form of not being able to go to a new destination, or discuss a specific topic with someone unless and until the you find the
minute detail the game has deemed vital to following the plot thread. It never impedes the gameplay too badly, but do expect to
pour over every area with a fine toothed comb to complete a case.

The art direction for the game is beautiful, and harkens back to a 90's era of point and click graphics. Think gabriel knight or
monkey island. It's a style that has a timeless appeal to it, and it's done well and backdropped with beautiful cityscapes.
Conversations are carried out in a separate black screen, with animated portraits (fully and well voice acted too!) The portraits
look great, and show a range of emotions as characters react to conversation topics.

Overall, Lamplight City is an absolute joy of an adventure game. I took my time to enjoy all the little details the world had to
offer (and got stumped now and again) and the game ran me about 35 hours. This may vary for you if your goal is to just blitz
through the cases, but you'd be doing yourself a disservice if you did. If you allow it to, the world and characters really come
alive. And while the game can sometimes be pixel hunty, it by no means detracts from the overall gameplay. A full
recommendation.. wish there was a way to quit the program without crashing the desktop. Pretty good music. But the game is
boring and long and very easy.. The best VR arcade shooter ever!. very fun and enjoyable farm sim, focusing on adventure and
making friends. the game gets better and better with every update!
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